Data Localization Laws And Their Impact on Privacy, Data Security And the Global Economy
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FROM MESSAGES SENT BY HORN across the Alps to printing press newspapers dispatched cross-continent by the Pony Express to viral cat videos shared across a 9000-mile-long transatlantic fiber optic cable, we have always sought to connect across vast distances via increasingly complex communications systems. But no such system has broken down geographical barriers quite like the modern Internet, with digital trade and cross-border data flows expected to continue to grow faster than the overall rate of global trade. Despite both domestic and global industries’ increased reliance on these data flows, more than two dozen countries have enacted or considered policies that require retention of data within their borders—so-called data localization policies—with the effect of restricting the free flow of information via the global Internet.

Countries enacting such measures have asserted that their goal is to protect their citizens’ privacy and security, but such countries may also be seeking—whether they state so publicly or not—to protect their own national sovereignty by addressing difficulties in their traditional abilities to grant law enforcement access to data, protecting local business growth from global juggernauts, obtaining jurisdictional traction necessary to enforce local laws against multinational companies, and controlling the flow of ideas, speech, or culture within their borders. Whatever the motivation, the rise of these data localization measures threatens to balkanize the global Internet, restrict both domestic and global trade, and precipitate an overall decline in digital privacy rights and data security for people across the globe.

We examine below the stated and perceived motivations behind this trend, potential privacy and security effects, and a select snapshot of the most significant such policies around the world.

What Is “Data Localization”? The term “data localization” generally refers to public policy efforts to require storage within a particular jurisdiction of data collected within that jurisdiction’s boundaries. For example, Russia, China, Indonesia, and others have enacted explicit “forced” localization requirements applicable to broad swaths of industry that require data to be stored on servers within their respective borders, while other countries, such as Australia, Germany, South Korea, and Venezuela, have enacted industry-specific laws that require certain financial, health and medical information, online publishing, and telecommunications data collected from their citizens to be stored on local servers. Many countries, including the United States, require data related to specified government transactions or important national security concerns to be stored locally.

In this article, we distinguish data localization from the broader and more widespread concept of personal data export restrictions found in some data protection laws. For example, the European Union and many other jurisdictions prohibit the international transfer of personal data unless the transferor takes steps to require that the recipient applies appropriate privacy protections before the information is transferred abroad. While these restrictions can make it more expensive and time-consuming to transfer data across borders, in some cases resulting in de facto data localization, they do not mandate data storage or processing within the country as do the data localization policies we address here. In addition, this article concentrates on localization efforts that apply broadly across industry sectors rather than more limited measures that focus on specific sectors or types of data.

Motivations Behind Localization While the Internet is global, regulation is local. Governments may push for data localization to achieve diverse policy goals, with many citing privacy, security, or law enforcement concerns as primary drivers of regulation. Indeed, many countries tailor their localization efforts to specific purposes. Some require as a matter of national security the local storage or processing of data by government contractors or data related to critical infrastructure such as power plants. Others mandate in-country servers for telecommunications providers to enhance law enforcement efforts. Yet other countries seek to bolster privacy protections and corporate accountability by requiring sensitive data related to citizens’ health or finances
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to be stored locally. Some governments also point to increased surveillance of global data flows by foreign intelligence agencies as a reason to try to keep data within their borders.

Yet, some commentators speculate that data localization efforts may be less about data protection than trade protection, requiring local storage or processing as a way to boost their local economies by propping up or kickstarting their domestic technology industries or the local digital economy. As global technology firms increasingly build servers around the world in an effort to decrease network latency and improve user experience, certain data localization policies may successfully influence local firms’ investment by ensuring their access to local markets. Detractors of the data localization trend, however, question the ability of such policies to meet the stated goals.

Economic critiques of data localization measures have questioned the asserted pretense that these measures bolster local industry, instead pointing to stymied economic growth due to such factors as loss of access to foreign markets and uncertainty for investors with regard to regulatory burdens. Economists have equated measures like data localization to import substitution as companies that seek local market access are forced to pay for in-country data storage or processing rather than “importing” such services to serve the local market. In addition, directing companies to install additional servers in specific countries can potentially have negative impacts on local and global user experience. Past a certain threshold, extra servers do not necessarily decrease latency for users—and could actually spur an increase—as these servers may not be connectable to the same backbone network, might be hampered by government or other intermediary access, or could be supported by less effective technology and staffing.

Data localization requirements may lead to increased infrastructure costs that may then be passed on to consumers. Data localization can also undermine data security, for example by restricting the use of a broader market of data storage and processing solutions or by forcing a company to splinter its data processing operations rather than consolidating it. We discuss potential privacy and data security impacts in more detail below.

When strict rules requiring local retention or processing of data have been introduced by governments that are not otherwise known to be staunch guardians of privacy and other civil liberties, critics suspect more nefarious or anti-democratic motivations—i.e., that these measures are thinly veiled efforts to force companies to retain information about local citizens within easy access of government authorities so as to stifle free speech and political dissent under the guise of data protection or national security. Requirements to retain messaging records and decrypt individual account information have been criticized as unconstitutional state intrusions. For example, in Kazakhstan the government has a history of shutting down social media and other forms of communication within the country in response to speech critical of the government, and some critics believe strict user identification requirements coupled with data localization measures are intended as a means to identify dissidents.

**Forced Data Localization May Impact Privacy and Data Security**

Regardless of the motivations for the data localization trend, the possible costs of such policies are potentially significant for individuals, companies, the global economy, and the nations that aim to cabin data within their borders. In some circumstances, data protection is a legitimate reason for governments to limit the transfer of certain types of data to jurisdictions where the data may be subject to higher risks. However, limiting cross-border transfers to recipients that will guarantee an adequate level of data protection is fundamentally different than forced localization, which may have—in addition to anticompetitive and anti-trade effects—net-neutral or negative consequences on the relative privacy and data security of individuals’ personal data. For example:

- **Greater data decentralization that makes it harder for companies to exercise control over data privacy and security.** A rising trend in forced data localization measures could result in companies either avoiding certain markets altogether or being forced to create and maintain numerous data centers. Such measures may hinder a firm’s ability to exercise business judgment in managing its business risks and needs, reduce opportunities to take advantage of global economies of scale and expertise that may benefit privacy and security, and create additional points of security failure or privacy non-compliance. When companies must stretch their limited security resources in numerous directions, rather than to a strategic few or to an overall data governance program, their security and privacy compliance infrastructure may start to look more like multiple houses, each with a locked door and guard dog, than a fortress manned by experienced soldiers. In addition, enterprises forced to operate in multiple jurisdictions (or forgo market access altogether) may have difficulty applying appropriate physical, technical, and administrative security controls when storing data in locations that may have language barriers, decreased availability of trained personnel, a lack of legal remedies for criminal or negligent data loss, or limited access to hardware or parts.

- **Greater risk of inaccurate information.** In certain cases, data localization requirements permit the cross-border transfer of data, but only after storing a localized copy. Where this is the case, companies based outside jurisdictions that enact forced localization measures are likely to transfer at least some of the data to existing data centers as well, due to the benefits of centralized data sets. This practice increases the locations where the data is stored, which in turn increases the number of times the data set must be revised or deleted to remain up to date. More locations increase the likelihood of error. For example, where a request for deletion leads to deletion on only one server, a request for access produces a stale record, or a request to correct a record is not effectuated...
A rising trend in forced data localization measures could result in companies either avoiding certain markets altogether or being forced to create and maintain numerous data centers.

Across all data centers, there can be both a decrease in user experience and an increased chance that incorrect information leads to an adverse action against an individual.

**Reduction in barriers to government and law enforcement access.** Companies that collect consumer data have become a primary source of helpful information for governments, courts, and law enforcement. For example, data from a person’s cell phone can reveal where the individual has recently been or what the individual has been doing, while few other sources can provide as complete a picture. However, legitimate needs of law enforcement or government to access data to prevent or investigate terrorism or other crimes should ideally be balanced with privacy protections to prevent government overreach that may target dissidents, stifle free speech and association, and repress certain ideologies or civil liberties.

Many businesses cooperate with government requests that are narrowly tailored to limit government overreach and protect due process rights of users but are reluctant to comply where there are fewer protections baked into the system for their users and the organization itself. Global Internet companies increasingly push back on government access requests, with many reports that show access requests are up but the percentage of requests being granted is down. Companies subject to frequent law enforcement or government requests may be actively choosing to store their data in jurisdictions where they believe users’ privacy and civil liberties will be protected and respected by the rule of law. Consumers in turn may choose to interact with companies which can commit to providing additional privacy protections. Strict forced data localization removes this choice from consumers and companies and thus reduces the barrier for governments to access information about their citizens, for good or for ill.

**Key Data Localization Laws**

From theoretical implications of data localization to practical application of these laws, both the largest country in the world—Russia—and the largest country by population in the world—China—have passed strict forced localization measures. As discussed below, the Chinese and Russian laws are thus likely to present the most risks and challenges to multinational companies. We also discuss below the laws now in place in Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Vietnam, and Nigeria.

**China.** After several years of discussions and revisions, the Cyber Security Law of the People’s Republic of China came into force on June 1, 2017. The law gives the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) broad latitude to regulate data practices of both local Chinese companies and multinational enterprises that do business within China, including the authority to require certain data to be stored locally, to require the maintenance and sharing of web logs, and to require entities to obtain consent for cross-border transfers of personal data. The CAC has released draft implementation rules that provide some insight into the government’s plan to implement these requirements.

Significant uncertainty remains as of publication of this article as to the specific rules and procedures for assessing and reviewing data exports under the Cyber Security Law. It appears that the data localization requirements applicable to personal data and “other important data” will take effect on December 31, 2018, and it is clear from the law itself that the localization measures apply to operators of “critical information infrastructure” (CII). Draft export review measures published by the CAC, however, appear to extend the localization requirement to “network operators,” which are far more broadly defined under the law to include network service providers and owners or operators of any systems that gather, store, transmit, exchange, or otherwise process information. This definition, read most broadly, encompasses most if not all enterprises operating network infrastructure within China, as even non-technology-focused companies will operate information systems.

Based on comments made by representatives of the CAC at a public seminar concerning the implementation of the law, there is reason to believe that the localization measure will apply only to network operators’ systems and networks that interface with external networks, rather than systems that are entirely internal to an organization such as HR systems, but this position is not confirmed. There has also been some suggestion that smaller or less sensitive data transfers by network operators, such as those involving less than 500,000 consenting data subjects, would be subject to a self-assessment and notification requirement, rather than a substantive security review by the CAC or industry regulator. International transfers by operators of CII and by network operators exceeding these thresholds are expected to be subject to a substantive security review.

The definition of CII has evolved somewhat over the course of the implementation of the law. The most recent draft measures released for comment in July 2017 continue to leave the scope of CII to the discretion of the CAC, in consultation with other government authorities. Although the draft measures for the classification of CII have done little to clarify the precise scope, the scope is expected to include government agencies in sensitive fields such as energy, finance, and transportation, as well as public utilities, telecommunications and broadcasting networks, scientific research institutes, and manufacturers in sensitive fields. There is likely to be broad discretion for the CAC to add further categories, perhaps retrospectively.
The effect of the localization measure is expected to be that, unless a security review has been successfully completed, operators of CII (and potentially network operators) will be required to locally store personal data and “other important data” collected within mainland China. The criteria for completing a security review have not yet been determined, but it seems reasonably clear at this stage that in order to be permissible, cross-border transfers must be necessary for business requirements, data subjects must have consented to exports of personal data, and the organization making the export must have assessed the security measures being applied to the transfer and the storage of the data at rest in the jurisdiction(s) of export, having regard to the sensitivity of the data involved, the risks involved in the transfer, and “other important matters” related to the transfer.13

While the definition of “personal data” under the Cyber Security Law is broadly consistent with definitions used under data protection laws internationally, the concept of “other important information” is undefined and does not have any readily apparent analogy. Observers of Chinese law will note that the country already has prohibitions against the international transfer of state secrets. State secrets have a nebulous definition but likely fall within the scope of “other important information.” Clarifications from the CAC indicate that the relative importance of “other important information” is to be assessed from the perspective of the state, as opposed to individuals or companies.14

Given the significant degree of uncertainty as to the scope and effect of the Cyber Security Law, the impact of the law is difficult to assess at this stage. It is clear, however, that this uncertainty is in and of itself generating a significant impact on multinational businesses with operations in China, as many organizations that are likely to be network operators under the law now believe that there is a significant risk that they will be required to localize at least some of their data (and corresponding systems) in China. The economic impact alone will be significant. Researchers estimate that company decisions based on Chinese retention requirements applied broadly across industries may reduce China’s GDP by up to 1.1 percent across all industries, with certain industries significantly higher (such as 2 percent in communications) and others significantly lower (.05 percent for metals and textiles), in addition to US$63 billion in consumer welfare losses.15

**Russia.** Russia has one of the world’s first-implemented and most expansive data localization regimes, and has demonstrated a willingness to proactively enforce it. Its data localization law, Federal Law No. 242-FZ, went into effect on September 1, 2015.16 In contrast to preceding data localization laws of other countries, which typically required localization only for data related to certain industries or subject matters, Russia’s law applies to any personal data collected from Russian citizens within Russia. It also requires storage and processing of this personal data within the physical territory of Russia, as well as indication of the physical location of these databases in the notification form that most organizations subject to Russian data privacy law are required to file with the government. Russia’s telecommunications regulator and data protection authority, Roskomnadzor, is responsible for enforcement.

Shortly before the law went into effect, Russian regulatory authorities issued a non-binding clarification stating that, with respect to personal data collected online, the localization requirement did not apply to every service on the Internet available to Russian citizens.17 Rather, the product or service must be directed at Russia in some way. Relevant factors include whether a service has a Russian language option, uses a Russian top-level domain name, displays Russian-language advertisements, or accepts Russian currency as payment. The clarification also noted that users could not waive the statutory requirements by contract and that the law does not prohibit cross-border data transfers so long as the data is locally stored and updated in Russia, after which the personal data may be transferred outside of the country subject to the requirements of Russia’s general data protection law (e.g., with the consent of the data subject).

Russia has demonstrated its commitment to these requirements. Most notably, in November 2016, a Russian court of appeal ruled that professional social network LinkedIn violated the data localization requirement in the course of providing its services to Russian citizens. A company may be penalized for violating the data localization requirement by having access to its websites and other online services blocked by Russian Internet service providers. So overnight, 6 million Russian LinkedIn users were no longer able to access the site. LinkedIn continues to be blocked via the Internet and in app stores in Russia.18

In addition, Roskomnadzor conducts scheduled and ad hoc compliance inspections of companies each year to assess compliance with data protection laws, including the data localization requirement. In September 2016, the agency released a report indicating that the vast majority of the over 1000 companies inspected in the first year the Russian law was in effect were in compliance with the data localization requirements. Roskomnadzor also reported that the information about the location of more than 63,000 databases containing personal data had been submitted.19

Roskomnadzor’s enforcement activities appear to be encouraging compliance. A number of multinational companies now either publicly state that they comply with the data localization requirement or have reportedly purchased data center capacity in Russia in order to comply.20

**Indonesia.** Indonesia has passed several laws and regulations since 2012 focusing on data localization, including Government Regulation 82 (Reg 82/2012), the Minister of Communication and Informatics (MOCI) Regulation 20 of 2016 regarding Protection of Personal Data in Electronic Systems (Reg 20/2016), and the MOCI Circular Letter No. 3 (2016). Regulation 82 requires that Electronic System Providers (ESPs) operating systems that provide ambiguously defined “public services” and process data of Indonesian res-
idents place their data centers and disaster recovery centers for their systems within Indonesian territory.21 “Public services,” if read broadly, could potentially include both government organizations and certain public-facing private sector businesses in various industries that are serving an Indonesian customer base through some digital means or otherwise collecting personal data of Indonesian residents. The regulations seem intended to cover the protection of personal data. However, there are indications that the data localization requirement may not be limited to personal data alone and may in fact be applied to all data. A spokesperson for the MOCI was quoted not long after Regulation 82 was passed as stating that the scope of Regulation 82 “covers any institution that provides information technology-based services.”22

Given the significant degree of uncertainty as to the scope and effect of the Cyber Security Law, the impact of the law is difficult to assess at this stage. It is clear, however, that this uncertainty is in and of itself generating a significant impact on multinational businesses with operations in China . . .

Regulation 20—an implementing regulation of Indonesia’s Electronic Information and Transactions Law and Regulation 82 that was passed in December 2016 and will be effective in December 2018—sought to define “personal data” and provided more detailed provisions in an attempt to clarify Indonesia’s data processing requirements at every stage of personal data’s lifecycle.23 But it remains murky as to whether Indonesian authorities will apply the localization requirements extraterritorially to foreign businesses collecting personal data from Indonesian residents. Data stored locally may also be mirrored abroad, so long as the business obtains data subject consent, coordinates with the MOCI, and submits certain plans and reports to the government. Regulation 20 further requires that the transfer must also comply with cross-border personal data exchange legislation, even though no such legislation exists to date.

The Indonesian government has been active in issuing regulations related to Internet services, including a mandatory registration of e-commerce service providers (Presidential Regulation 74/2017) and a registration requirement for providers of Over-the-Top services (MOCI Circular Letter No. 3/2016), but has not yet issued implementing regulations in either case. Regulators often use registration requirements as a means to identify and enforce localization measures.

Implementation of these regulations threatens significant disruption of regional operating platforms that have tended to host Indonesian data processing operations in jurisdictions like Singapore, where a more advanced data center and telecommunications sector can be found. In addition, companies have reported that it is expensive and difficult to build data centers in Indonesia, at least in part due to the country’s lack of adequate infrastructure and uneven electricity distribution. Nonetheless, some companies operating within Indonesia (e.g., including foreign businesses like Microsoft Azure in its partnering with local data server providers) appear to be anticipating a broad interpretation of the law and are taking steps to comply before the localization requirements take effect in late 2017.24

**Kazakhstan.** Since 2005, Kazakhstan has required any website using the Kazakh top level domain “.kz” to host its information locally. The Kazakh government enforced this rule in a highly public way in 2010, forcing Google briefly to route all traffic from “google.kz” to “google.com” to avoid hosting a server in the country.25 The Kazakh government retains the power to deny any application to register a “.kz” domain name if the applicant does locate servers within the country.26

Kazakhstan expanded its data localization requirements in 2016 to require that all personal data collected within Kazakhstan be stored locally, similar to Russia’s data localization requirement.27 Kazakh government officials have stated that they believe processing and storing data inside Kazakhstan is essential from a “safety point of view” and that they have the means to enforce compliance, as the government maintains control over the Internet infrastructure in the country through its majority ownership in KazakhTelecom, Kazakhstan’s largest Internet service provider.28 All other telecommunications companies are required to connect their services through the government-controlled backbone, which provides the government with a strong degree of control over content provision, allowing it to block traffic to services that are found to be in non-compliance.

**Vietnam.** Vietnam’s Decree on Management, Provision, and Use of Internet Services and Information Content Online (Decree 72, signed into law in 2013), requires both foreign and domestic companies that operate Internet-based services to physically locate at least one server within Vietnam and to make those servers available for government inspection.29 It remains unclear exactly how Decree 72 will apply to foreign cross-border service providers and what effect it will have on cross-border data flow, but the Vietnam authorities have indicated they will release guidance clarifying this point.

In 2014, Vietnam released draft implementation guidance that would require all over-the-top services (i.e., online services delivering audio, video, or other media over the Internet) to maintain a server within the country.30 And in 2016, draft revisions to Decree 72 were released that would, inter alia, require Internet-based services to (1) store information content for at least 90 days after it is posted, (2) store information processing logs (including IP addresses) for at least two years after posting, (3) obtain detailed information
about registered users of services, including ID numbers and contact information that would be verified against a national database, and (4) store data locally in Vietnam. 31

Vietnam also requires telecommunications and information technology services to comply with its laws on information storage and requires that businesses “trading in civil encryption products” obtain licenses to do so. 32 Vietnam asserts that the data localization measures in place are necessary to protect the security and privacy of Vietnamese Internet users and to allow law enforcement to manage websites committing copyright abuse or exploiting other content without permission. 33

While not requiring localization, Circular 38/2016/TT-BTTTT (December 2016) of the Ministry of Information and Communications (MIC) requires foreign websites, social networks, online applications, and search engines, any of which are accessible in Vietnam, and that (1) receive one million or more visits from Vietnamese residents per month, or (2) lease a data center to store digital information in Vietnam, to register and cooperate with the MIC with respect to content that infringes the laws of Vietnam. This includes taking down and identifying individuals who post content that threatens national security, incites violence, propagates pornography, or contradicts national traditions. 34

Nigeria. While no Nigerian statute specifically addresses data localization, the National Information Technology Development Agency (NITDA), the policy-implementing arm of Nigeria’s Federal Ministry of Communication and de facto data protection authority, has articulated “local content” requirements. In 2013, the NITDA issued Guidelines for Nigerian Content Development in Information Communication Technology. The Guidelines, which explicitly state their intent to drive indigenous innovation and promote the local Information Communication Technology (ICT) industry, include a mandate that all “subscriber and consumer data” be hosted locally. 35 These Guidelines have not been revised since they were first issued; however, NITDA issued a “final notice” in October of 2015 stating that all affected entities must comply. Some commentators have argued that the legal basis for these particular Guidelines is uncertain. 36

Absent enforcement action or further clarification, it is unclear how the data localization requirements will translate into actual obligations on companies, especially multinational companies. Indeed, it is not clear which companies are subject to the requirements. And the guidelines require compliance by “ICT Companies” and “all companies operating within the industry,” but they do not define what types of companies fit within this scope. 37 The Office of the U.S. Trade Representative stated that the Guidelines appear to “require all foreign and domestic businesses to store all data concerning Nigerian citizens in Nigeria.” 38 The U.S. Department of State, on the other hand, noted that NITDA was under new leadership as of September 2016, and that the Nigerian government had a history of “mixed signals on enforcement of local content requirements and their implications,” leading to “uncertainty over local content enforcement.” 39

Conclusion

The common thread in the enactment of data localization laws around the world has been the desire of governments to exert local control over the Internet, at least as it is accessible to their citizens. Multinational companies, in particular those that rely heavily on the Internet, are caught in the crossfire. As these data localization laws proliferate, the cost of doing business globally increases because complying enterprises must either open new data centers, change their network architecture, or use a local cloud vendor. Meanwhile, privacy and security suffer as companies are forced to store data in a way that is not the most efficient or effective.

The reality is that data localization laws are here to stay. As companies invest in compliance and governments without these laws see the short-term benefits that accrue to the localizing government in the form of increased access to data and a boost to the local economy, more nations may want to get in the localization game. Without coalitions or policies to combat data localization efforts, the struggle between global business and nationalistic interests will most likely amplify over the years ahead.
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